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How to leverage a “private virtual cloud” such as Amazon VPC with your own dynamic infrastructure
A couple of blog posts on Amazon’s recent
announcement of its VPC (Virtual Private Cloud)
have made much of the fact that the resources
available within Amazon’s cloud via VPC aren’t
public. These same commentaries seem to believe
that this makes the resources not very valuable.
One author called it a “terrible” implementation
because “users can’t expose clients to the
internet and can’t assign them IP addresses.”
I understand how some might reach that
conclusion if they aren’t taking an architectural view
of how such resources could actually be leveraged
within the enterprise.
VPC – and any similar implementation by a cloud provider – effectively extends the corporate network into the cloud
provider’s “space”, augmenting the available resources by making available compute resources on-demand. The use of a
VPC is effectively the implementation of internal cloud bursting. Rather than using GSLB (Global Server Load Balancing)
to leverage external compute resources to scale on-demand, you’re increasing your available internal compute resources
by reaching out, into the cloud, and making them appear a part of your data center infrastructure.
These resources needn’t be – indeed shouldn’t be – public. They are an extension of the organization’s internal network
and are only exposed to the public via intermediaries such as an application delivery controller that provides the
customer-facing public addresses through which applications are accessed.

INTEGRATING PRIVATE CLOUD RESOURCES WITH ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

It is the dynamic nature of a “cloud controller”, an application delivery network (a.k.a. load balancer), that makes this
scenario work. The application delivery controller seamlessly virtualizes all application resources – whether internal or in
this private cloud – and presents them as a single resource. Those resources can be located anywhere as long as they
are accessible via the internal network somehow. That somehow, in this case, is a cloud provider’s virtual private cloud
solution. The application delivery controller adjusts in real-time (on-demand) to add or remove resources as necessary
based on the total capacity available and the total capacity
required.
The pool of resources used to provide the capacity to scale an
application doesn’t need to be local or physical. It can be virtual,
physical, local, or remote. It can be a combination of any of the
four. A single pool can comprise a mix of resources and be utilized
according to organizational policy and needs comprising variables
across the network, the application, and even the business. Using
a virtual private cloud via a secure (and one hopes optimized/accelerated) tunnel to a cloud provider an organization can
easily extend its available resources out into the cloud seamlessly, with little to no disruption in the network or application
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The concept of a VPC can result in the tangible implementation of internal cloud bursting, as opposed to external cloud
bursting. Both are equally valid uses of the cloud and result in the realization of the same goal: the ability to leverage ondemand compute resources from an external cloud provider seamlessly to achieve on-demand scalability of applications
in the most cost-effective manner possible.

PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS

Worried that remote resources might affect performance? That’s absolutely a possibility given the architecture. So move
the resources. That’s one of the beneﬁts of a virtualized, cloud infrastructure, isn’t it? You assign the resources you need
– that meet your needs and requirements – in the right place at the right time. Maybe that reporting application, which is
going to take some time running anyway, can be moved via the VPC to the cloud and its resources re-allocated to your
external facing web application.
This, too, illustrates the importance of a dynamic infrastructure to achieving the gains in efﬁciency and cost effectiveness
touted by cloud and virtualization. The infrastructure needs to be able to support the reallocation of resources ondemand and, if possible, it should be capable of doing so itself based on conﬁgured policies that outline when and where
and how resources should be allocated to meet both operational and business goals.
It may be the case that if the connectivity via the VPC into the cloud is optimized and accelerated enough there won’t be
a performance degradation. That’s a variable that’s wholly dependent on the speed of the underlying connection, the
application, and the load on the infrastructure as well as the application in question. The combination of caching and a
VPC for some types of resources – scripts, images, and other static content – might turn out to be the best investment
you’ve made in years in terms of performance and cutting costs. Using cloud-based storage and serving of static content
would free up resources on internal application and storage infrastructure and drastically reduce the costs associated
with that content. Then add some caching to your local uniﬁed application delivery network and you can improve
performance and further reduce the cost of serving that content because it will only be accessed periodically, keeping
your cloud-related resource consumption to a minimum.
But I digress. The point really is that there are plenty of exciting ways to leverage a virtual private cloud like that offered by
Amazon and the fact that its IP addresses and resources are private is not in any way indicative of the maturity of or
usefulness of the offering. On the contrary, this type of offering is necessary for enterprises to start moving forward and
taking advantage of cloud computing.
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